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Abstract
In the spirit of Freed, Hopkins, and Teleman I establish an equivalence between the category
of discrete series representations of a real semisimple Lie group G and a category of equivariant
matrix factorisations on a subset of g˚, in analogy with the situation in [FT] which treated
the case when G is compact or a loop group thereof. The equivalence is implemented by a
version of the Dirac operator used in [FHT1-3], squaring to the superpotential W defining
the matrix factorisations. Using the structure of the resulting matrix factorisation category
as developed in [FT] I deduce the Kirillov character formula for compact Lie groups and the
Rossman character formula for the discrete series of a real semi-simple Lie group. The proofs
are a calculation of Chern characters and use the Dirac family constructed in [FHT1-3]. Indeed,
the main theorems of [FHT3] and [FT] are a categorification of the Kirillov correspondence, and
this paper establishes that this correspondence can be recovered at the level of characters.
1 Introduction and Main Results
Let V be a representation of a Lie group G. The phrase Kirillov character formula is used ubiqui-
tously to refer to any formula which exhibits the character of an irreducible representation of G as
a Fourier transform of a coadjoint orbit in g˚.
Suppose G is compact and connected, and (V´λ, πq is an irreducible representation of lowest
weight ´λ. I give a proof of the well known
Theorem 1: (Kirillov)
TrV´λpeXq “ AˆpXq
ż
g˚
δO´λ´ρpξqeixξ,Xydξ
The proof will be a comparison of Chern characters of super-bundles over subsets of g˚, calculated
explicitly using a 1-parameter family of super-connections whose limits as the parameter tends to
0 and 8 will be integrated to give the two sides of the Kirillov character formula. The proof is
completed by observing the invariance of the Chern character, up to an exact differential form, of a
1-parameter family of super-connections on a bundle. The bundle and super-connections are derived
directly from the matrix factorisations constructed by Freed, Hopkins, and Teleman in [FHT1-3] and
[FT]. They construct an equivariant family of odd Fredholm operators parametrised by µ P g˚ and
show that, when coupled to an irreducible representation V´λ, the family has kernel only over a single
coadjoint orbit O´λ´ρ where the kernels assemble to form the natural line bundle Lp´λ´ρq tensored
with the Atiyah-Bott-Shapiro-Thom class of the normal bundle of O´λ´ρ P g˚. Since the K-theory
class represented by this Fredholm family is invariant under the compact deformation which scales
the orbit to 0, they obtain an Dirac version of the Thom isomorphismK0Gp0q – KdimgG pg˚q. Applying
1
equivariant K-theoretic Chern characters gives the Kirillov formula. In fact, the main theorems in
[FHT3] and [FT] should be interpreted as a categorification of the Kirillov correspondence, and this
paper I extract that correspondence on the level of functions in a more robust way than the K-
theoretic argument above, so that it applies to the non-compact setting below, where such methods
break down.
Now I generalise and let G be a connected real semisimple Lie group with maximal compact
subgroup K, a Cartan subgroup T , and a Cartan decomposition of the Lie algebra g “ k‘ p. This
decomposition is orthogonal for the Killing form1 x¨, ¨y. Recall that the discrete series representations
form a family2 of unitary representations of G, defined by the fact that all matrix coefficients are in
L2pGq. A well-known result of Harish-Chandra states that this family is empty unless rankG=rankK.
Fix an irreducible discrete series representation (H´Λ, πq. Let ϕ P C8c pUq where U is an open
neighbourhood of 0 P g for which exp : U Ñ G is invertible analytic, and define the smeared
operator πpϕq :“ ş
g
dX ϕpXqeX . This operator is trace class and
Theorem 2: (Rossman)
TrH´Λ
´ż
g
dX ϕpXqeX
¯
“
ż
g˚
δO´Λ´ρ˜pνqdξ
ż
g
dX eixν,XyϕpXqAˆpXq
To prove this formula I will apply the same Chern character method used above, after extending
the required results of [FHT1-3] and [FT] to the discrete series setting: Let E Ă g be the cone of
elliptic elements. Denote by x¨, ¨y0 the (Riemannian) metric on E obtained by flipping the sign of the
Killing form on k in the tangent space TXg – g to elements X P k, and then extending to all of E by
G-equivariance. Denote by S0 the irreducible Z2-graded spinor representation of Cliff
cpg˚, x¨, ¨y0q.
Let SRepGDS denote the supercategory of Z2-graded representations of the crossed product algebra
G˙Cliffcpg˚, x¨, ¨y0q such that G acts by a direct sum of discrete series representations. Let teau be
a basis of g with dual basis teau and let W “ ´ieapδ1q b ea ` 12eaea.
Theorem A: There is an equivalence of supercategories
SRepGDS –MFGpE ,W q
Theorem A will follow by combining explicit calculations with certain families of Dirac operators
with the results of the Appendix, written by Constantin Teleman.
The outline of the paper is as follows: in Section 1 I prove Theorem 1, the Kirillov character
formula for irreducible representations of compact connected Lie Groups via the method of Chern
characters outlined above. In Section 2 I construct a family of Dirac operators that will exhibit the
equivalence of Theorem A. In Section 3 I combine the method of Chern characters of Section 1 with
the results of Section 2 to establish the Rossman character formula for discrete series representations
of connected real semisimple Lie groups. The Appendix provides technical results needed to turn
the Dirac families of Section 2 into honest matrix factorisations as stated in Theorem A.
2 Section 1: Character Formula for Compact Groups
Throughout this section, G is a compact connected Lie group with an irreducible representation V
of lowest weight ´λ.
´
1We us the standard convention in which this form is negative definite on the first summand and positive definite
on the second.
2As the name suggests, this family is indexed by discrete parameters.
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Consider the equivariant super-bundle V :“ V b S ˆ g˚ Ñ g˚, where S is an irreducible Z2-
graded complex Cliffcpg˚q-module3. G acts by the coadjoint representation in the base and the
obvious action in the fiber. Let γpξq denote Clifford multiplication by ξ P g˚, and let ιpXq denote
contraction with the vector field. The trivial connection on V ˆ g˚ Ñ g˚ gives rise to a super-
connection on V , i.e. an odd differential operator on bundle-valued forms
A : Ω‚pg˚,Vq˘ ÝÑ Ω‚pg˚,Vq¯
A “ d` iγpξq
and a corresponding equivariant super-connection on bundle-valued equivariant forms
A : pCrgs b Ω‚pg˚,VqGq˘ ÝÑ pCrgs b Ω‚pg˚,VqGq¯
usually written at an element X P g as
ApXq :“ A´ ιpXq
Note that the total grading on the two complexes above (with respect to which A1 is required to
be odd) is defined to be the sum of the mod-2 (equivariant) cohomological grading on (equivariant)
differential forms and the super-grading on V˘. Let ~µpXq :“ £pXq ´ rιpXq, As be the moment of
X , given by the difference between the Lie derivative on the total space and parallel super-transport
along the base. The G-equivariant Chern character for a test element X P g is defined following
Mathai-Quillen as
strpeApXq2q :“ strpepAq2`~µpXqq “ strpe´|ξ|2`idγpξq`~µpXqq
To calculate the integral of this differential form, I use the following
Deformation Lemma: ([BVG] Theorem 7.7) Under 1-parameter deformations of the super-
connection, the equivariant Chern character differs by an equivariantly exact differential form.
Proof: Indeed, suppose AǫpXq is a 1-parameter family of equivariant superconnections. Then
d
dǫ
strpeAǫpXq2q “ str`rAǫpXq, dAǫ
dǫ
pXqseAǫpXq2˘
Using the equivariant Bianchi identity rAǫpXq, AǫpXq2s “ 0 this becomes
“ str`rAǫpXq, dAǫ
dǫ
pXqeAǫpXq2s˘
Let dG denote the differential on equivariant forms. Then we have
“ dG
´
strpdAǫ
dǫ
pXqeAǫpXq2q
¯
˝
Consider the family of equivariant superconnections
AǫpXq :“ d` i
?
ǫγpξq ´ ιpXq
3See [FHT2 Prop 1.18]
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Then Aǫ“1 coincides with A from before, and
strpeAǫpXq2q “ strpe´ǫ|ξ|2`i
?
ǫdγpξq`~µpXqq
Applying the deformation lemma, Stokes theorem, and observing the Gaussian decay of the
integrand gives, for any ǫ1, ǫ2,
ż
g˚
strpeAǫ1 pXq2q ´ strpeAǫ2pXq2q “
ż
Sn´1prÑ8q
ż ǫ2
ǫ1
strp i
2
?
ǫ
γpξqeAǫpXq2qdǫ “ 0
Therefore, to calculate
ş
g˚
strpeAǫpXq2q it suffices to understand things as ǫ Ñ 8, where the
Gaussian decay localises things to ξ “ 0.
Following the notation in [FHT1-3], let RpXq and σpXq denote the Lie algebra action on V and
S, respectively. In a basis teju of g˚ with dual basis teju one has, at ξ “ 0
i
?
ǫdγpξq ` ~µpXq “ i
nÿ
j“1
dξjγpejq `XjpRpejq ` σpejqq
Calculating the degree n :“ dimG part of strpeAǫpXq2q by expanding the exponential and taking
supertraces gives4
lim
ǫÑ8
strpe´ǫ|ξ|2`i
?
ǫdγpξq`~µpXqq “ δ0pξqdξAˆ´1pXqTrV peXq
which means that
ż
g˚
strpeAǫpXq2q “ Aˆ´1pXqTrV peXq
´
Now I define a new family of superconnections, which deforms the previous one, and with respect
to which the Chern character will give the orbital integral on the right side of the Kirillov formula.
Let {D0 be Kostant’s cubic Dirac operator as in [FHT1-3], an endomorphism of V b S given by
{D0 “
`
Rpejq ` 1
3
σpejq
˘b γpejq
Consider the 2-parameter family of equivariant super-connections
AtǫpXq :“ d`
?
t {D0 ` i
?
ǫγpξq ´ ιpXq
Then, letting T pξq be defined by T pejq :“ Rpejq ` σpejq for all j,
strpeAtǫpXq2q “ strpet {D20`2i
?
tǫT pξq´ǫ|ξ|2`i?ǫdγpξq`~µpXqq
At t “ 0 we recover the previous family. Let ǫ “ t. As before, the deformation lemma and the
Gaussian decay of the resulting coboundary gives invariance of the Chern character, which allows
us to consider things when ǫ “ tÑ8. Then the super-trace localises to the kernel of p {D0` iγpξqq2,
which is calculated in [FHT3] to be nontrivial only when ξ is in the orbit O´λ´ρ, and cuts out a
4see [BGV] Chapter 7.7 for a sample calculation in low dimensions. Morally, the Aˆ-genus appears when taking
supertraces in the spin representation because of the difference between exponentiating in an exterior algebra and a
Clifford algebra.
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sub-bundle isomorphic to Lp´λ´ ρq b SN , the natural line bundle tensored with the spinors on the
normal bundle in g˚. Let ΛpV b Sq be the graded set of weights (with multiplicities) of the graded
representation V b S and |τ˘y, τ˘ P ΛpV b Sq a corresponding weight basis5. Then in a transverse
slice to the orbit at ξ given by the Cartan subalgebra stabilising it, the Chern character becomes
“ e´|
?
tpλ`ρq`?ǫξ|2ǫr{2dξ1 ^ ...^ dξd
ÿ
τ˘PΛpVbSq
˘e2i
?
tǫxξ,τ˘`λ`ρyxτ˘|e~µpXq|τ˘y
The coordinates dξ1, ..., dξr are chosen to span the Cartan subalgebra, which is the only term in
the expanded exponential of idγpξq that survives the supertrace over normal spinors SN . Therefore
lim
t“ǫÑ8
strpeAtǫpXq2q “ δ´λ´ρpξqdξx´λ´ ρ|e~µpXq| ´ λ´ ρy
The bundle formed by |´λ´ρy is exactly Lp´λ´ρq, on which ~µpXq is well-known to be eixX,ξy.
Note that the moment on spinors is trivial. Indeed, since the normal bundle to O´λ´ρ at a point is
exactly its stabiliser, SN is equivariantly trivial
6.
lim
t“ǫÑ8
ż
g˚
strpeAtǫpXq2q “
ż
g˚
δO´λ´ρpξqeixξ,Xydξ
To conclude the proof of the Kirillov formula, choose a smooth path in the pǫ, tq-plane which
starts at p1, 0q and becomes ǫ “ t at large values and apply the deformation lemma to conclude:
Aˆ
´1pXqTrV peXq “
ż
g˚
δO´λ´ρpξqeixξ,Xydξ
When G is compact, as was assumed in this section, this equality can be derived directly from
(twisted equivariant) K-theoretic arguments (the twisted Thom isomorphism (4.10) in [FHTIII]),
with the caveat that the Aˆ-genus appears on the other side, in accordance with the ‘Riemann-Roch’
discrepancy between Thom classes in K-theory and cohomology. However, the above analytic proof
using the explicit formula for the Dirac operator {Dξ is more robust because it extends, with a few
minor adjustments, to the case when G is non-compact and K-theory is not available.
3 Section 2: Dirac Family for Discrete Series
Now G is a connected real semisimple Lie group. Recall that we have fixed a Cartan subgroup
T Ă K Ă G with Lie algebra h, and assume that T is also a Cartan subgroup of G so that the
discrete series is non-empty. Throughout this section µ P h˚ Ă k˚ will be a regular elliptic element.
We choose the system of positive roots ∆` “ ∆`c Y∆`n for which µ is antidominant. Let ρ˜ “ ρc´ρn.
Let HΛ be the discrete series rep with Blattner parameter (lowest K-type) ´Λ and let S0 be the
irreducible Z2-graded spinor representation of Cliff
cpg˚, x¨, ¨y0q. Let L´Λ be the lowest weight line
of K´Λ, the (unique) K-representation in HΛ of this type, and S´ρ˜ the lowest weight space of S0.
For a basis teνu of g˚ with dual basis teνu of g let γv “ γpeνq denote Clifford multiplication by eν ,
σν the action of eν on S0 by pullback via the coadjoint representation, and let Rν denote the action
5Technically there should be a subscript on τ˘ which keeps track of multiplicities; it has been dropped to streamline
notation.
6This is also the reason that the Aˆ-genus didn’t show up this time. Last time we were localised at the origin, and
the normal spinor bundle of the origin is not equivariantly trivial as a representation.
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of eν on HΛ (or rather a dense subspace of K-finite vectors). In analogy with [FHTII], define the
coupled Dirac operator (see [FHTII]) : for µ “ µνeν P E˚
{Dµ :“ γνpiRν `
i
3
σν ` µνq
Proposition 1: The operator {D2µ P EndpHΛ b S0q is invertible for all µ P E˚ except on the
coadjoint orbit O´Λ´ρ˜. For µ in this orbit, ker {Dµ “ ker {D2µ “ L´Λ b S´ρ˜. Away from O´Λ´ρ˜ the
spectrum of {D2µ is bounded a finite distance away from 0. There is an associated family of bounded
Fredholm operators {Dµp1 ´ {D2µq´1{2 acting on the Hilbert space HΛ b S0 which has all the spectral
properties stated for {D2µ. This family represents a G-equivariant matrix factorisation over E˚.
After applying the results of the Appendix we find that the map
HΛ b S0 ÞÑ {Dµp1 ´ {D2µq´1{2
exhibits the equivalence of categories in Theorem A.
´
A Formula for the Dirac Operator
To prove Proposition 1, we give a formula for the diagonalisation of {D2µ along a K-finite basis of
HΛ b S0. To motivate aforementioned sign-flip in the metric used to define the Clifford algebra, we
will begin the proof using Killing form x¨, ¨y, identify where things go wrong, and make the necessary
adjustment to obtain x¨, ¨y0. We will need the following
Lemma: In a discrete series representation HΛ the negative non-compact roots elements kill
L´Λ, the lowest weight line of the lowest K type Let v P L´Λ.
Proof: Indeed, take X´β P g´β a root element for some β P ∆`n .Then X´β ¨ v “ 0 or X´β ¨ v P
L´Λ´β . In the latter case, by applying some (possibly empty) combination of compact roots ∆c we
may conclude that X´β ¨ v is contained in a K type of highest weight
´Λ´ β `
ÿ
αP∆`c
nαα; pnα ě 0q
But by Theorem 9.20 Knapp (restated in terms of lowest weights, using the longest element of WK ,
the Weyl group of K) the only possible K-types in such a setting are of the form
´Λ1 “ ´Λ`
ÿ
νP∆`Y∆´c
nνν; pnν ě 0q
Hence it must be that X´β ¨ v “ 0, as desired, because the above formulas disagree on the sign of
the non-compact simple root, which appears an odd number of times in β, and an even number of
times in any compact root.
The Spin Module
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Let n “ÀαP∆` gCα. Consider the spin module
S – Sh˚ b
ľ
nc b
ľ
nn b detpn˚c q1{2 b detpnnq1{2
Recall two standard facts about Clifford algebras: firstly, an orthogonal decomposition of an inner
product space V “ V1 ‘ V2 leads to a decomposition CpV q – CpV1q b CpV2q; secondly, the dual
of CpRq with the standard inner product on R is isomorphic to CpRq with the negative definite
one. Thus for ξ P s˚, γpξq acts contragrediently compared to γpk˚q. Hence, the spin module
for a non-compact Lie algebra will be a direct sum of copies of a representation of lowest (resp.
highest) weight ´ρ˜ (resp. ρ˜q where ´ρ˜ “ ρc ´ ρn. Here we see why ρn ´ ρc appears in the
Blattner parameter above. Note that Clifford multiplication by the root basis vector eν (for ν an
positive root index), denoted γν , kills the lowest weight space S´ρ˜, which is the lowest weight line
in
Ź
nc b
Ź
nn b detpn˚c q1{2 b detpnnq1{2 tensored with a multiplicity space isomorphic to Sh˚ .
Consider the representationHΛbS. In the notation of the introduction, we find that on L´ΛbS´ρ˜
γαc “ R´αc “ σ´αc “ 0
for αc P ∆c and
γαn “ R´αn “ σ´αn “ 0
for αn P ∆n.
Using the definition of the Dirac operator given above one finds
{Dµ
ˇˇ
L´ΛbS´ρ˜ “ γpΛ` ρ˜` µq
and so
{D2µ
ˇˇ
ˇ
L´ΛbS´ρ˜
“ ´|Λ` ρ˜` µ|2
meaning that {Dµ has kernel on this weight space only when µ “ ´Λ´ ρ˜.
To rule out kernel on other weight spaces one would like to mimic the argument given in [FHTII]
for the compact case - namely, use the commutation relations of {Dµ to prove that {D2µ is a nonpositive
operator with maximum on L´Λ b S´ρ˜. This is done as follows. For X P g define the µ-shifted Lie
algebra action πpXq “ XapRa ` σa ´ iµaq. One calculates7
r {Dµ, πpξ˚qs “ γ
´
rµ˚, ξ˚s˚
¯
r {Dµ, γpξqs “ ´2iπpξ˚q
Here η ÞÑ η˚ is the map g˚ Ñ g induced by the Killing form, and η ÞÑ η˚ is its inverse.
Iterating the commutators gives, @ξ P g˚:
r {D2µ, πpξ˚qs “ r2T pξ˚q ´ |µ|2, πpξ˚qs
r {D2µ, γpξqs “ r2T pξ˚q ´ |µ|2, γpξqs
Hence, for µ “ 0, one has
r {D20, πpξ˚qs “ r {D20, γpξqs “ 0
7These calculations are identical to the compact case, see [FHTII] Prop. 1.19
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Therefore, {D20 is in the center of the algebra G¸Cliffpg˚q. These operators generate HbS from
L´Λ´ρ˜, so {D20 a constant. This constant is easily calculated to be ´|Λ` ρ˜|2. But then
{D2µ “ {D20 ` 2iT pµq ´ |µ|2 “ ´|Λ` ρ˜|2 ` 2iT pµq ´ |µ|2
where
T pµq :“ µa˚pRa ` σaq
When G is compact, so that the representation V b S is finite dimensional with lowest T pµq-
eigenspace L´ΛbS´ρ˜, this formula simultaneously proves the desired nonpositivity and invertibility
of {D2µ for µ R O´λ´ρ, by applying highest/lowest weight theory.
In the current case we cannot use this argument. The discrete series representations are infinite
dimensional and there is in general8 no minimum eigenspace for µ, only a minimal K-type. If the
spectrum of T pµq is unbounded, there exists a weight space (in some large enough K-type) where
the Dirac operator for, say, µ “ ´Λ ´ ρ˜, has a positive eigenvalue. Scaling µ ÞÑ ǫµ down to zero
inside h˚, we see that the eigenvalue on this weight space must eventually become very close to
{D20 “ ´|Λ ` ρ˜|2 which is negative. It does so continuously; hence at some point this eigenvalue
vanishes and we get kernel away from O´Λ´ρ.
To fix the problem, we must study a slightly different Dirac operator. Namely, we replace the
trivial bundle of Clifford algebras Cliffcpg˚, x¨, ¨yq over g˚ to the bundle with fibre Cliffcpg˚, x¨, ¨y0q, the
Clifford algebra on Tg˚ defined by the metric constructed in the Introduction. The Dirac operator
with respect to this Clifford algebra builds an equivariant family only when restricted to the elliptic
locus E˚. We now write the formula for this Dirac Laplacian and compare it to the previous one.
Note that {D20 “ gijpµqpRiRj ` 13σiσjq where gijpµq is the metric in a basis of TµE˚. Choose this
basis to respect the Cartan decomposition g “ k ‘ p. Let µ P k. Then the Dirac Laplacian with
respect to the Killing metric was
{D2µ :“
´
{D20
¯
k
`
´
{D20
¯
p
` 2iT pµq ´ |µ|2
while the new Dirac Laplacian, defined with the metric x¨, ¨y0, is
{D2µ :“
´
{D20
¯
k
´
´
{D20
¯
p
` 2iT pµq ´ |µ|2
{D20 “
´
{D20
¯
c
`
´
{D20
¯
n
Determining the behaviour of
´
{D20
¯
c
´
´
{D20
¯
n
is simple:
´
{D20
¯
c
´
´
{D20
¯
n
“ ´
´
{D20
¯
k
´
´
{D20
¯
p
` 2
´
{D20
¯
c
“ |Λ` ρ˜|2 ` 2
´
{D20
¯
c
But
´
{D2µ
¯
c
is just the Dirac Laplacian for K (at µ P k) whose behaviour diagonalises along
K-types and whose behaviour on each K-type VK,τ we know to be that of a nonpositive operator
with maximum eigenvalue on the lowest weight space W´τ subset VK,τ .
8An exception is, e.g. SL2pRq, where K “ T so the K-types are 1-dimensional and the discrete series really are
lowest/highest weight representations.
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Hence, under the new definition of the Dirac operator,
{D2µ
ˇˇ
ˇ
VK,τ
“ |Λ` ρ˜|2 ´ |τ ` ρc|2 `
´
{D2µ
¯
c
By Knapp’s theorem about K-types from above, adapted to account for the presence of spinors,
any K-type in Hb S has highest weight of the form
τ “ Λ` ρ˜`
ÿ
βP∆`n
nββ `
ÿ
νP∆`
cνν
where nβ P Zě0 and cν P t0, 1u. From this it follows that
|Λ` ρ˜|2 ´ |τ ` ρc|2 ď 0
for every possible τ , which implies that {D2µ is a non-positive operator whose maximum eigenvalue
occurs on the lowest weight space L´Λ b S´ρ˜ of the lowest K-type in H b S, and which vanishes,
for elliptic elements µ Ă h˚, only when µ “ ´Λ ´ ρ˜. As mentioned before, the space L´Λ b S´ρ˜ is
a 1 -dimensional subspace, up to a multiplicity space isomorphic to Sh˚ .
´
Bounding the Spectrum Away from 0
In this section we give a lower bound for the square norm of the eigenvalues of {Dµ away from
the subspace L´ΛbS´ρ˜ for µ P E˚, thereby exhibiting the rigidity of discrete series representations.
We relax notation and do not distinguish between µ P g˚ and its image in g under the isomorphism
induced by the inner product x¨, ¨y0. Note that square norms like |µ|2 occurring below are taken
with this inner product, not the Killing form. Proceed case by case:
Case 1: Elliptic - Covered in the last subsection.
Case 3: Nilpotent Let µ be nilpotent. But then |µ|2 “ 0 and T pµq is nilpotent, so the spectrum
of {D2µ is bounded below in square norm by |Λ` ρ˜|2.
Case 4: Let µ “ µe ` µn be mixed elliptic/nilpotent. After possible conjugation we can assume
the two elements commute. Then we have
{D2µ “ {D2µe ´ 2iT pµnq ` |µe|2 ´ |µe ` µn|2
The two terms in the last line commute and the second is nilpotent, so the expression is strictly
negative unless µn “ 0 and we reduce to Case 1.
Hence, for all µ P E˚zO´Λ´ρ˜, the spectrum of the Dirac operator is contained in the complement
of an open ball about 0 P C of finite radius.
4 Section 3: Character Formula for Discrete Series
Now let G be a connected real semisimple Lie group with maximal compact subgroupK, and suppose
r “rankG=rankK, so that G has discrete series. Fix an irreducible discrete series representation
(H´Λ, πq. Here ´λ is the lowest weight line of the lowest K-type, which labels the discrete series
in an analogous way to the case finite dimensional representations of a compact group (see [K]
9.20). Because H´λ is infinite dimensional, the traces of operators πpgq, g P G, may not be defined.
There is a Kirillov character formula, due to Rossman, for the character of the smeared operator
9
πpϕq :“ ş
g
dX ϕpXqeX which turns out to be trace class for any ϕ P C8c pUq where U is an open
neighbourhood of 0 P g for which exp : U Ñ G is invertible analytic. The formula is:
TrH´λ
´ ż
g
dX ϕpXqeX
¯
“
ż
g˚
δO´Λ´ρ˜pνqdξ
ż
g
dX eixν,XyϕpXqAˆpXq
´
Let E Ă g˚ denote the locus of elliptic elements. Consider the super-bundle H´Λ b S0 ˆ E Ñ E ,
on which the discrete series matrix factorisations live ([LT]). The subscript on the spinor factor
denotes the fact that the spin representation S0 is defined for the Clifford algebra on T
˚E with the
(Riemannian) metric obtained at points in t˚ Ă k˚ after flipping all signs of the Killing form on p to
be positive, and extending to E by equivariance. The extension is possible since this bilinear form
is invariant under T , the compact Cartan subgroup which stabilises an elliptic element. However,
extending to general elements in g˚ fails because their stabilisers may not fix this deformed version of
the Killing form. The reason for flipping the metric in the first place is explained in [LT]; essentially,
having passed to a setting where representations have unbounded weights, the flip is required to
make the kernel of {D0` iγpξq mimic the case of compact G and cut out the natural line bundle over
a single coadjoint orbit.
Let Atǫpϕq and ~µpϕq be defined by the linear extension of the action of g on H´λbS0ˆ g˚ Ñ g˚
to an action of C8c pUq. For example, ~µpϕq :“
ş
g
dX ϕpXq~µpXq.
We consider the same family of superconnections as before. Although the deformation lemma
continues to hold, a more careful argument is needed to establish invariance of the integral. This
is because of the issues with the metric and the fact that BE includes the nilpotent cone N , where
there is no Gaussian decay. For the sake of continuity, I will set up all the necessary integrals at key
values of pǫ, tq and the give the invariance arguments at the end.
So the task at hand is to evaluate, once at pǫÑ8q, t “ 0q and once at pǫÑ8, t´ ǫq,
ż
E
strpeAtǫpϕq2q “
ż
E
strpet {D20`2i
?
tǫT pξq´ǫ|ξ|2`i?ǫdγpξq`~µpϕqq
So in analogy with the compact case we find immediately that
lim
ǫÑ8,t“0
ż
E
str
´
eA
0
ǫpϕq2
¯
“
ż
E
δ0pξqdξ1 ^ ...^ dξnAˆ´1pϕqTrH´Λpϕq
“ Aˆ´1pϕqTrH´λpϕq :“ TrH´Λ
´ż
g
dX ϕpXqAˆpXq´1eX
¯
It remains to recalculate the Chern character at pǫÑ8, t “ ǫq. The required spectral properties
of {D0 in this setting are established in [LT]. The results are essentially the same as for compact groups
- the operator has kernel over a single regular elliptic orbit, and those kernel subspaces assemble to
a bundle which is isomorphic to the natural line bundle Lp´Λ´ ρ˜q b SN . Borrow existing notation
from Section 1, and letting Kpτ˘q denote the square norm of the K-type in which |τ˘y is contained,
we have
strpeAtǫpϕq2q “ strpet {D20`2i
?
tǫT pξq´ǫ|ξ|2
0
`i?ǫdγpξq`~µpϕqq
“ e´|
?
tpΛ`ρ˜q`?ǫξ|2
0ǫr{2dξ1 ^ ...^ dξd
ÿ
τ˘PΛpHbSq
˘e2i
?
tǫxξ,τ˘`λ`ρy`tp|Λ`ρ˜|2´Kpτ˘qqxτ˘|e~µpϕq|τ˘y
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There is exponential damping away from Lp´Λ´ρ˜qbSN , where the moment is ~µpϕq :“
ş
g
dX ϕpXq~µpXq “ş
g
dX ϕpXqeixξ,Xy. Hence
lim
t“ǫÑ8
strpeAtǫpϕq2q “ δO´Λ´ρ˜pξqdξx´Λ´ ρ˜|e~µpϕq| ´ λ´ ρy
and so
lim
t“ǫÑ8
ż
E
strpeAtǫpϕq2q “
ż
E
δO´Λ´ρ˜pξqeixξ,ϕydξ “
ż
E
δO´Λ´ρ˜pξqdξ
ż
g
dX eixν,XyϕpXq
Provided the integral is invariant under 1 parameter deformations, we can compare the integral
at the two limits of this family to conclude
TrH´λ
´ż
g
dX ϕpXqAˆpXq´1eX
¯
“
ż
E
δO´Λ´ρ˜pξqdξ
ż
g
dX eixξ,XyϕpXq
Replacing ϕpXq with ϕpXqAˆpXq gives Rossman’s Kirillov character formula.
To establish invariance of the integral, I work in segments. Let P p1q denote the straight line
p0, 1q Ñ p0, ǫq, P p2q the straight line p0, 1q Ñ p1, 1q, and P p3q the straight line p1, 1q Ñ pǫ, ǫq. Let
Ep8q denote the part of Sn´1pr Ñ 8q bounding the elliptic locus at 8, and let BE denote the
boundary of E in g˚. The deformation lemma and Stokes theorem give
P p1q :
ż
E
strpeAǫpϕq2q ´ strpeA0pϕq2q “
ż
Ep8qYBE
ż s
0
strp i
2
?
s
γpξqeAspXq2qds
P p2q :
ż
E
strpeA11pϕq2q ´ strpeA11pϕq2q “
ż
Ep8qYBE
ż 1
0
strp 1
2
?
s
{D0eA
s
1
pXq2qds
P p3q :
ż
E
strpeAǫǫpϕq2q ´ strpeA11pϕq2q “
ż
Ep8qYBE
ż s
1
strp 1
2
?
s
p {D0 ` iγpξqqeA
s
spXq2qds
In all three cases, the integral over Ep8q vanishes due to Gaussian decay. For P p2q and P p3q, the
integrand decays to 0 at BE as well. Indeed, the Gaussian factor is of the form e´|Λ`ξ|2 , peaked on
the (elliptic) orbit of λ and decaying in the stabiliser directions (which are orthogonal to the orbit
in current metric) and with respect to which the nilpotent cone is at 8.9 It remains to check the
BE integral for P p1q ż
BE
ż s
0
strpγpξqei
?
sdγpξq`~µpϕqq ids
2
?
s
Change the basis teju so that locally the first p ă n span BE . It suffices to pick out the terms
in the integrand, after expanding the exponential, whose cohomological component is a wedge sum
of dξ1, ..., dξp. Let J “ pj1, ..., jpq be a multi-index of length p, and let γJ :“ γpej1q...γpejpq. Let
~µJpϕq denote the contribution of ~µpϕq to the term in the expansion of the integrand which has
dξJ :“ dξj1 ...dξjp in it. Let s P Sp be a permutation10. Then the integral simplifies toż
BE
ż s
0
ids
2
?
s
pi?sqpdξ1 ^ ...^ dξp
pÿ
j“1
ÿ
sPSp
ξjp´1q|s|str
`
γpejqγs¨J~µs¨J pϕq
˘
9A good picture to keep in mind is the case of SL2pRq, where the elliptic orbit is half of a 2 sheeted hyperboloid,
the stabiliser to a point on this hyperboloid is the line through that point and the origin, which only approaches the
nilcone as the point moves to 8 on the orbit.
10The standard symbol σ is already taken...
11
For j, k P t1, ..., pu, γpejq appears in γs¨J for all s and rγpejq, γpekqs “ 0, in particular γpejq2 “ 0.
Indeed, the closure of the coadjoint orbit of any element in BE contains the origin. Thus, up to a
sign, one can move the two γpejq’s next to each other, whence they annihilate. Therefore each term
in the integrand is 0 and we are done.
5 Appendix: C8 Matrix Factorisations
By Constantin Teleman. To appear in the final version.
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